GO BIG GAME - OPEN OCEAN FISHING

ATLANTIC OCEAN
OBTSF05a

AGADIR

ONE DAY ANY DAY JULY TO SEPTEMBER

7 hours’ 100km round trip Off-Shore trolling for Tuna, Atlantic Bonito, Dolphin Fish, Marlin (**) All the excitement and physical battle
with this great fish. (**August & September only - Catch & Release)
Prices will be based on a minimum of 4 and a maximum of 6 sport fishers.
Your programme includes:
°Round trip transfers from your hotel in Agadir. °Modern full electronics, fully-equipped 10.80m offshore fishing launch. °Experienced, ex-French
Fishing Champion skipper and crew. ° Furnished fishing gear- rods and 9/°Daïwa and Pen Senator trolling reels; °Paëta type lures; whistling
casts. ° Ice boxes. °Fly Bridge. °3 course European meal on board. °Third Party and Individual Insurances.
You will be picked up from your hotel in Agadir around 8:00 in the morning to be taken to the Port of Agadir where your 35ft fully-equipped
launch and expert crew are awaiting to take you to the Atlantic Ocean migratory fishing ground at a cruising speed of 15 knots. Here, we shall
fish and make battle for these fish whilst lunch is being prepared. After lunch we set out back at cruising or trolling speed, depending on when
and where the actual fight fishing stops, arriving back at the Port of Agadir in the late afternoon of a day’s rather special activity, to be taken
back to your hotel.
Meal on board is normally: French-style aperitifs, various salads, cold meats, fruit, Moroccan pastries, wine, water, beer, soda waters. Those
requiring special diets may bring their own food, accepting there will be no reduction in the trip price paid for.
Terms and Conditions of Acceptance:

Sport fishing is exactly that, a sport and those who practice it should be physically fit. Sport fishing is a hobby and, as you know and accept, it
may happen that no fish are caught; no claim for reimbursement or reduction in price can be made if no catch, or no catch of an expected
species is made, or the fish is too strong for the participant.
All participants should respect the safety regulations on board.
In the rare event of inclement weather, the skipper can cancel the booked trip prior to departure and full amount paid will be reimbursed. For
safety reasons, the skipper may modify the itinerary from offshore to inshore for the same duration with no reduction in the price paid. If, during
the trip, the weather deteriorates to such an extent that perfect security cannot be guaranteed, the skipper can shorten the trip and decide to
seek safe harbour in a sheltered place.
Moroccan law prohibits the sale of fish caught; on this particular trip it is definitely NO KILL ‘Catch & Release’ in August & September if
the fish is judged to be still healthy.
In the event there are several participants on board, a draw will be held before leaving port as to who will fish first.
Each participant is responsible for the fishing gear provided and recourse to the crew members in the event of difficulty is recommended.
Any participant may bring his or her own tackle with no reduction in the price of the trip.

